to be fulfilled? The fear of failure, especially visible and public
failure, felt very real at this point in the discussion.
"I just feel so inexperienced"
At this point in our training, with only weeks left to go to the end,
questions as to how well prepared we felt were bound to arise. This
was far more the case for the United Reformed Church students
who, unlike their Anglican colleagues, do not have a period of
curacy on leaving college. We also discussed our previous
experience of life, work and the church, and felt we were bringing
more than simply our college training to the pastorates which had
called us. We recognised that no amount of training would provide
a substitute for finding ourselves in the role of minister and having
to deal with all that it brings. The analogy of learning to ski was
mentioned: we can do any amount of watching videos and
performing exercises, but in the end we have to go out there and
fall over, trusting that those around us will pick us up with
gentleness and grace!
Our final hope was that we might discover that we were right: that
God was calling us, and that we had fact found ourselves in places
where we could work and grow, becoming the people we were
called to be, and helping our congregations to do the same.

GRAVE INSCRIPTIONS
Paul Beasley-Murray
The other day I received an e-mail from a young man: "I was
wondering if you would be kind enough to send me some (short)
Bible verses which we could put on Mum's headstone? We are keen
to have something short as Mum would have liked it. However, we
are not quite sure what to suggest to Dad".
I wonder what Bible verses you would have suggested? I offered
the following three: 'The Lord's my shepherd' (Psalm 23 had been
one of the readings at the service of thanksgiving); 'Nothing can
separate us from God's love' (these words from Rom 8 I had read at
the committal); or 'Thanks be to God who gives us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ' (this quotation from 1 Cor 15.57
had accompanied the death announcement in The Times). Another
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verse which came to mind was: "The steadfast love of the Lord
never ceases" (Lam 3.22), but in fact I had not used those words in
the funeral.
As I was reflecting on this e-mail, I was reminded of a visit I had
paid a month or so ago to the graveyard attached to St Brelade's
Church, Jersey. It had been a beautiful sunny day, and, as I
wandered around, it became clear that most of the recent graves
lacked any Christian hope, even although they were to be found in
a church grave-yard. I decided to jot down a number of these
inscriptions, with a view to making a sermon out of them, perhaps
along the lines of 'What do we Christians believe about life after
death?' In case you too would like some sermon illustrations, let
me reproduce my jottings:
'Love, laughter and compassion': it's a wonderful tribute to a wife,
but is that all her husband could say?
'Peace, perfect peace' read another inscription. Similarly 'Rest in
peace darling' marked the grave of a 'devoted husband'. A not too
dissimilar gravestone for a husband and wife read: "They lie
resting here together". Although better than the plain 'RIP', do
these do justice to the new life that will be ours? What about the
joy of heaven?
The inscription, 'May you peacefully walk with the wind at your
backs and the sunshine on your face' for the parents and their baby
son is part of a lovely Celtic blessing. But it is a self-centered view
of life after death.
'He raged against the dying of the light' marked the grave of a son
who had died at the age of 22. Understandable, but should that be
the last word? On the other hand, I was not convinced that 'Thy
will be done' on the tomb of a child, who died at the age of three in
1875, was better. Was it God's will that this child should be taken?
Then there were stones with inscriptions such as 'Always
remembered'; 'We do not die forever. We live on in the lives of those
we love'; and 'To live in hearts of those we leave behind is not to
die'. I hope that my loved ones will remember me, but there is
nothing here about the life which awaits those who love God.
'Good night and God bless dear', was the message one husband
wrote to his wife. Presumably this is what he had said every night
to his beloved. But where is the hope of the glorious awakening?
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More positive were the words 'Until we meet again: in memory of a
dear husband'. Yes, in heaven we shall be re-united with our loved
ones who have died in Christ, but with so many others too!
The Christian hope was on the whole restricted to graves a century
or more old, although I did spot two exceptions: one dated from
1987 was "Revelation 21.3-4" (that presumes that people know
their Bibles!); while the other dated from 1997 read "In God's
keeping".
'Until the day dawns and the shadows flee away' (1894), was nice,
but leaves a lot to be filled in. The tombstone I most appreciated
dated from 1876: 'In memory of Captain John Hamon, buried at
sea, and of his widow and their five children: Rest in the Lord with
a joyful hope of a glorious resurrection through Jesus Christ our
Lord'.
Here hopefully is grist for a sermon on All Saints Day!

WHISTLING IN THE LIGHT
Terry Hinks
What sustains ministers in their faith and work?
I was ordained in 1986 at the age of 26. Having completed twenty
years in stipendiary ministry in the United Reformed Church, I
am, other things being equal, about half way through my full-time
ministry. I decided, as part of my sabbatical studies, to research
this area and to seek the views of those who had served in
stipendiary ministry for more than 20 years. Having experienced a
stressful building project and a major reordering of the
denominational structures, I wanted to see how best to continue
and build an effective ministry and fulfilled life in the future. As I
wrote to those I invited to take part in the survey: "I very much
want to sustain a creative ministry and a living faith and
avoid becoming bored, boring or burnt out."
The Questionnaire
I put together a questionnaire involving fifteen questions covering
the subjects of spirituality, support, stresses and satisfactions in
ministry and the background changes in church and society. I sent
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